Go to www.USCIS.gov > Form I-765
Please complete online, then PRINT. DO NOT E-FILE

US Mailing Address: if using International Programs Office Address
800 N State College Blvd    UH 244
Fullerton    CA    92831

Renewal of my permission to accept employment

# 1 FAMILY NAME in CAPs

# 9 SSN: Leave Blank

# 10 Enter 11 digits on your I-94

# 11 - Check YES and complete the questions

# 16 OPT STEM Ext (c)(3)(C)

#17 Complete these sections
Certification: Your signature must NOT TOUCH the bottom lines. BLACK ink only

OPT start date - end date

OPT I-20

Leave Blank

LEAVE BLANK

ONLY SIGN AND DATE: when you receive the STEM OPT I-20

Type Phone #